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The client wishes to understand content 
trends in India to get a sense of what kind of 
content is engaging. There is a need to 
empathetically understand existing trends  in 
India prior to developing future content. 

We looked into the digital footprints across 
India to better understand how people  
self-represent, and the types of content witch 
which they engage with, and what that 
means for them. 

BACKGROUND
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METHODOLOGY
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In order to identify these trends, we used the 
following methodology to identify content 
trends in India:

1. Analysed search data to identify 
growing trends and interest in across 
various categories

2. Extracted and analysed social data from 
Instagram, TikTok, and Youtube to get a 
sense of what kind of content people in 
India are sharing
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AXIS OF

INDIVIDUALISM: 
Is it about me, or the collective?

BLENDING IN 
Having a sense 

of belonging  
and being part 

of something 
bigger than the 

self is important. 

STANDING OUT
Being distinguished 
from the pack and 
establishing the self 
as a distinct 
individual is 
important

AXIS OF

FAMILIARITY:
Is what I’m doing going against the grain?

ALTERNATIVE
Doing things that are 
outside the box and 
previously unthought of 
by the masses is 
important. 

FAMILIAR
Doing things that are 

already acknowledged 
and recognised by the 

masses is important. 
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STANDING OUT

ALTERNATIVE FAMILIAR

OVERALL AXIS

BLING 
MOMS

CURATOR 
MOMS

COSMOPOLITAN 
MOMS

EVERYDAY 
MOMS

FITTING IN 

CREATING NEW 
COMMUNITIES

EMBRACING 
ROOTS

FREEDOM TO BE STANDING OUT AMIDST 
THE FAMILIAR



FREEDOM TO BE
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There is growing prioritization in India of what 
the individual wants, driven by globalization 
and growing influence of Western notions of 
autonomy. 

From personal creative expression on TikTok to 
embracing more fluid definitions of 
relationships – there is an exercise in personal 
will and expression of the self beyond the 
established script. 



FREEDOM TO EXPLORE IN THE 
FORM OF BUDGET OR OFF-ROAD TRAVEL
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A rising romanticism of road travel is coupled with improving rail 
facilities, such as the launch of ‘modern’ trains (Vande Bharat) and 
provision of wifi, road travel is becoming a comparable option to 
air travel. 

Travelling by motorbike and train creates a highly experiential 
journey with a strong sense of freedom, where the individual is 
free to explore new places at will.

Manifestations
● Increased search for more adventurous forms of travel 

indicate a growing interest in more self-directed travel
● People are looking to take more control over their travel and 

engage in more exploratory travel. 

trekking roadtrip camper

backpack camping capsule hotel

+7% search 
since 2018



DEMOGRAPHICS
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Cities:
Interest comes from Mumbai, Bengaluru, Kolkata

Demographic skews:

More males, but with a slight female skew
18-24 year olds



FREEDOM TO EXPLORE IN THE 
FORM OF BUDGET OR OFF-ROAD TRAVEL
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https://docs.google.com/file/d/1oV3L1q6sI7t5O6tZzt2WV0qKZ_O0-gri/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1L2uz1g3Kwqd2wHNVnhZXqcn43yeAFufv/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1lzqoVvgZgT0FJ1KL5zRM19JaavDybtIB/preview


ASSERTING A NEW FEMININITY THAT IS 
DEFINED BY STRENGTH & CONFIDENCE
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Young women are redefining femininity by celebrating female 
toughness. Strength and confidence are merely an extension of 
existing femininity, whether expressed through fashion or sport. 

Increasingly, women are defining themselves by asserting their 
strength and embracing their feminine side at the same time.  

Manifestations
● There is a growing trend of women entering and thriving in 

conventionally male dominated spaces such as Crossfit,  
weightlifting, and biking.

● Bold assertions of female sexuality through unapologetic 
#OOTDs on Instagram 

Crossfit women Female weightlifter Women on wheels

+8% search 
since 2018



DEMOGRAPHICS
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Cities:
Interest comes from all metros - Mumbai, New Delhi, Chennai, 
Bengaluru

Demographic skews:

Females 
18-24 year olds



ASSERTING A NEW FEMININITY THAT IS 
DEFINED BY STRENGTH & CONFIDENCE
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https://docs.google.com/file/d/1AEo8uT8upPGdzmoKXfbyplEI8Qb2y4S0/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1MplTpVaVzjmQyAL1iDv_jPWwGJBNIyvP/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1Uh6P8gJjDHbbtBqw7dZJ3mlL6Nh3J9oI/preview


STANDING OUT
AMIDST THE FAMILIAR
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People are not unquestioningly following 
conventions. Rather, they are playing along 
with conventions where it meets their needs. 
Individuals are using existing norms to play up 
their individuality within the realm of what is 
socially recognised and accepted. Indoingso, 
they are able to create a space for themselves 
amidst the rules and  individualise convention 
to suit their image.

Top cities: Mumbai, Bengaluru, 
New Delhi, Chennai



fashion nova #LiveMoreChallenge #popupking motorcycle #1millionaudition

EXPLORING INDIVIDUALITY THROUGH
EXPRESSING DIFFERENT TASTES
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People are looking to explore the unknown and are captivated by the 
possibilities of having new experiences. These new experiences and 
expressions are a key part of what helps them to stand out. They want to 
come across as different, daring and exciting and express this in a way that 
is understood by everybody else.  

Manifestations
● Growing search volume of fast fashion brand Fashion Nova. Fast 

fashion allows them to try out many different daring looks that show 
their individuality through experimenting with how they express 
themselves through their clothes. 

● Images of people posing with their motorcycles. They are curating a 
rugged, ready for adventure look.

● Popular hashtags on Tiktok revolve around showcasing one’s 
individual talents and passions.

+67% search 
since 2018



DEMOGRAPHICS
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Cities:
Interest comes from across the country - all metros, with some 
interests coming from the cities around the metros as well. 

Demographic skews:

Males
18-34 year olds



EXPLORING INDIVIDUALITY THROUGH
EXPRESSING DIFFERENT TASTES
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https://docs.google.com/file/d/1wonFVIuynPxB119SmxZWZougkcLRRvKZ/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1rmR8yg6GsNbPSFkWu4F0AofXznzEsi1r/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1q0Ng9hX-lOHkxo1bXz6Z6MgDMm3Z01ni/preview


LUXURY IN THE TANGIBLE AND ATTAINABLE
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Luxury is not low-key: it is about showing off tangible things (cars, 
designer gowns, club membership). This pursuit of luxury is real 
and can be seen and felt directly.

While luxury is premised on exclusivity, it is also increasingly 
becoming more accessible to the masses. Various rental services 
allow the everyman to create the image of extravagance which 
would otherwise be unattainable. For some, being able to show off 
luxury items can also be  an expression of individuality.

Manifestations
● Rental services democratizing access to high-end items 

such as luxury cars and designer dresses

Luxury car rental lamborghini rental rent a ferrari

second hand luxury cars Dress rental Luxury rental

designer dress hire designer dress hire

+9% search 
since 2018



DEMOGRAPHICS
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Cities:
Interest comes from  all metros - Mumbai, New Delhi, 
Chennai, Bengaluru

Demographic skews:

Slight female skew
25-34 year olds



LUXURY IN THE TANGIBLE AND ATTAINABLE
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RnA8pltsIC8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6aEsdOIQvqg


CREATING NEW 
COMMUNITIES
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People seek to make sense of their identities by 
creating their own unique spaces to belong. 

From the formation of vegan communities to a 
new brotherhood of gentlemen, Indians are 
creating their own cultural codes to represent 
themselves. By aligning themselves with 
something bigger than them, they are looking 
to reassert their identity.



CONSCIOUS CONSUMPTION AS 
A LIFESTYLE STATEMENT
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Consumption is no longer just about buying things for the sake of it. 
Instead, consumption choices feed into a broader narrative of lifestyle 
choices which people are proud to stand for. People are increasingly eager 
to show that they are making decisions which stand for something larger 
than themselves.

Manifestations
● Veganism: While the vegan diet is not uncommon in India, sharing 

the choice to go vegan has come to represent broader ideas about 
clean eating, personal wellness, environmental sustainability, and 
animal welfare. Searches for vegan diet and vegetarian diet have 
grown +130%.

● Sustainable fashion: With the growing discourse in sustainable vs 
fast fashion, people want to understand what sustainable fashion 
means, and what brands are sustainable fashion brands. Interest in 
renting clothes has grown +200% since the last year.

veganism falafel Jain vegetarianism

sustainable fashion fast fashion rent clothes

+35% search 
since 2018



DEMOGRAPHICS
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Cities:
Interest comes from all metros -  Mumbai, Gurgaon, 
Bengaluru, Chennai

Demographic skews:

Females
Across ages



CONSCIOUS CONSUMPTION AS 
A LIFESTYLE STATEMENT
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lGnHecYWHws
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b2uoX0_HOvI


REDEFINING MASCULINITY:
PERFORMATIVE RUGGEDNESS
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What it means to be a man has shifted away from the quality of one’s 
relationships (as a husband/father) and more toward individual manliness. 
Masculinity is expressed through appearing rugged and detached, which 
does not depart very much convention. What is new is that men are putting 
more effort into achieving and performing this rugged, detached look.

This could be a response to the buzz around female empowerment - where 
men find themselves at a crossroads in defining success and turn to new 
means to affirm of their manhood.

Manifestations
● ‘Biker boys’ who show off their bikes to assert their masculinity - 

commonly seen on instagram, e.g. #indianbikers (32,911 posts)
● Male grooming companies such as The Man Company and Beardo. 

The latter sells items like ‘Godfather Beard oil’, and spawned the 
hashtag #beardoboss on IG (936 posts)

beardo the man company Beard oil

+33% search 
since 2018



DEMOGRAPHICS
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Cities:
Interest comes from North and West India; some 
additional skews Rajkot, Vadodara, Ghaziabad, Thane

Demographic skews:

Males
18-24 year olds, slight skew also among 25-34 year olds



REDEFINING MASCULINITY:
PERFORMATIVE RUGGEDNESS
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ztn5-MFE3Zo
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1r22s3NDDU0usBchD--hIzDnwta9fC4Pk/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1pN76awQjqwFMvixRtqMkelytUIntP8up/preview


EMBRACING THE 
KNOWN
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Indians are increasingly interested in gaining a 
deeper understanding of the familiar. Indians 
are embracing and celebrating what is close to 
them: their country, culture, and religion. 

From going on religious pilgrimages to 
celebrating traditional foods, Indians are 
showing an increasing interest in reconnecting 
with their roots.  



NOSTALGIA FOR THE LOCALISED PAST
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There is a resurgence of interest in the recreating past styles in a way 
that is culturally relevant. People are looking to take a trip down 
memory lane and are looking to imitate the style of the historical past.  

People are trying to understand what constitutes vintage and how to 
recreate the yesteryear in a way that is relevant to them. This attempt 
to recreate old styles speaks to a yearning for and romanticisation of 
the past. 

Manifestations
● Search for retro styles, from fashion to appliances
● Search for vintage in the local context increased by over 100%. 

People are not interested in vintage styles generically, but they 
are looking for a specific, localised meaning of vintage. 

LP Player Retro look in saree Retro look bollywood 80s

vintage meaning in punjabi vintage meaning in kannada saregama carvaan

+52% search 
since 2018



DEMOGRAPHICS
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Cities:
Interest comes from south metros; Mumbai, Bengaluru, 
Chennai, Pune

Demographic skews:

Across genders with slight female skew
45+ year olds, especially 65 years and older



NOSTALGIA FOR THE LOCALISED PAST
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TfWoZuYEyBg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iF47p87JG1A


NATION, RELIGION AND CULTURE STILL PLAY 
A BIG ROLE IN MODERN IDENTITY
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People are increasingly interested in learning more about their roots. They 
are trying to get a better understanding of parts of their everyday life which 
could easily be taken for granted. Their growing interest in learning about 
religion, culture, and their country leads them to embark on tailored 
experiences.

Manifestations
● Search for religious pilgrimage has increased, people are interested 

in embarking on trips as part of their journey with religion
● Celebrating heritage through increased interest in local food, film, 

and traditional dress
● Search for domestic travel is increasing, people are looking to explore 

their own backyard and are interested in what the rest of the country 
has to offer

hajj Statue of unity Places to visit in india

Holy land tour package Mehndi design Tourist places in india

+18% search 
since 2018



NATION, RELIGION AND CULTURE STILL PLAY 
A BIG ROLE IN MODERN IDENTITY
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https://docs.google.com/file/d/1Lc3T93oEhIOEQ5gGseUiiA97vfFBueEm/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1K57AoTSsgumrahmUV8hRZmdqmEhKLGC8/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1_GozcGgkcPxGq9lX7vhmzNkcAVJs1lWR/preview


DEMOGRAPHICS
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Cities:
Interest comes from entire North Belt as well as Maharashtra 
Some additional city skews : Allahabad, Nasik

Demographic skews:

Females
25-44 year olds



Thank You!
shiren@quilt.ai
grace@quilt.ai
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